
 

File Note for General Secretary on 2014 Convention 
 
Set out below are comments arising from the 2014 Convention as a guide for future host Clubs. 
These notes assume the Host has bid to hold the Convention, submitted the business plan to B&B 
Inc as required and the bid has been approved. 
 
 
Legal and Secretarial 
There are good reasons to incorporate a separate Association (for Australian hosts) under the State 
legislation. The reasons are to quarantine legal liability to the entity rather than the Committee or 
host Club for liabilities that might arise. The second reason is that registration for Goods & Services 
tax commences with a turnover less than most Conventions would expect to turnover. The 
Convention needs to be operated by an entity other than the host Club otherwise normal activities 
(e.g. dinner meetings) become subject to GST.  
Incorporation requires the body to keep proper books of account, to hold meetings and keep 
minutes. There is nothing the Acts require that you would not expect to maintain. 
 
The General Secretary holds a standard Convention constitution which host Clubs can access to 
expedite incorporation. Importantly hosts should note that the Associations Incorporation Acts 
generally prohibit distribution (cash or kind) to “members” of the incorporated body so discussion 
might need to be held with the General Secretary on how any profit of the convention can be put to 
use. 
 
So the tax concept of mutuality can be adopted (so Convention is not taxed as a profit making 
business) all registrants have to be “members”. The standard constitution provides for this. 
 
The Convention association will need to register for GST and regular BAS returns lodged during the 
term of the activity. Advice should be sought on when registration is necessary and how to complete 
the returns. If the turnover requires this registration the registration fee is subject to GST and most 
of the costs uncured in the convention will include GST so the net effect is far less than 10% of the 
total turnover. 
 
B&B Incorporated has a Public liability insurance policy but some of the venues might require levels 
of PI insurance beyond the B&B policy. Hosts should contact General Secretary to establish the level 
of B&B policy cover, to get a certificate of currency if any venue requires this and for GenSec to 
arrange additional cover if it is required. 
 
 
Activities 
The comments below are based on the usual combination of activities as 
Registration 
Welcome dinner 
Business session 
Educational session 
Formal dinner 
Sunday lunch 
 
 
 
 



 
Wine 
Delegates expect good quality wines normally from the region of the convention and hopefully 
from wineries which they would not normally see. This does not exclude the major wine companies 
but the wines should not be those they could see every week at their local Dan’s. 
The wines would normally be trophy or multiple medal winners. If not a wine that has gone into 
shows it ought to be desirable for some other significant reason. 
The Committee needs to decide if the wines are to be sponsored (by wineries) or not. If they are, 
then the selection criteria ought to be clear to the winery. Most Convention wines have had some 
pricing arrangement with the supplier but the selection has to be with the Committee not unduly 
influenced by the winery. Registration fees include a large element for wine content so there is no 
need to be driven by price. Generally registrants expect some older wines, particularly the red wines 
at the formal dinner. 
 
A decision should be reached early if a sommelier is to be used. Several Conventions have used 
someone for the formal dinner mainly because there would normally be some older wines served 
which might be more susceptible to fault. The risk is serving corked wine, but these can be replaced 
easily when delegates comment. It is a cost which can be borne but arranging someone to do the job 
needs to be arranged early. 
 
Registration 
Even though this is essentially an activity for people to register, it has become an event in its own 
right and regular attendees catch up.  There have been a variety of approaches to the activity. Some 
Clubs have had sponsored wine tastings and cheese boards etc set up, some have had unsponsored 
wine available. If the Host is providing the wine they should allow 3-4 dozen bottles, preferably with 
a choice of wines. If there are wineries present more will be consumed but that will not be the 
host’s issue. 
Registrants expect to receive  

a lanyard with name tag, advisedly with program and venues on the reverse side. 
Some local tourist information 
A gift relevant to the convention, but it is suggested that nothing too heavy or too breakable 
be included.  

Most conventions sell shirts as a separate cost item. This cost in the order of $20 printed with 
Convention detail and have sold for $35 at recent conventions. Expect to sell shirts to about one 
third of registrants. 
A Convention book is welcomed by registrants. The content ought to include a list of registrants 
names organised by Club, a program with times venues and dress code, a welcome from some local 
dignitary (e.g.Lord Mayor)  and the Convention Chairman, wine tasting notes for all wines to be used 
at the convention. The GenSec has a soft copy of the Adelaide Convention book which might save a 
lot of time for the recurring content. 
 
Welcome Dinner 
This is meant to be a happy event where people meet up with friends they have not seen for a year, 
so the tone should be casual without placed seating and good but interesting food. When 
Wellington hosted their convention they had about ten or twelve stalls where they had matched a 
restaurant/chef with a winery. Darwin had a stand-up event at a crocodile farm. The stand up 
concept is widely disliked. People do not like juggling food/wine/bags etc so seating is almost 
essential. Most other Conventions are more regular in presentation. 
Wine consumption where a sparkling two whites  two reds and a dessert or fortified wine are 
presented totals about 1.25 bottles per head split 0.2btl sparkling, 0.6btl white and 0.4btl red but 
obviously this depends on menu, climate etc. 



During the dinner it is normal for both the Convention Chair and the Adelaide President to 
welcome registrants. Some conventions have had a public figure also welcome guests. Wellington 
and Darwin had the Lord Mayor, Adelaide had the Minister for Tourism. These people have to be 
booked up months ahead of the convention. 
Transport to the event is welcomed. Buses are difficult for the organisers so cabcharge vouchers are 
an alternative.  
 
Business Session 
The content of this session is arranged by the General Secretary 
The host Clubs role in this is to organise the venue with seating typically for 100-125 a head table 
and PA and video equipment. The Host club needs to communicate with GenSec a few months 
before the event. In turn he will communicate with Clubs bidding for Conventions and they will 
advise the host of any special requests for equipment or accommodation. 
Coffee is normally provided before the business session. 
The session ought to take 1.5 hours. 
There will be papers to hand out – minutes of previous meeting etc – and GenSec might need 
assistance with printing locally so he does not have to carry from Adelaide. 
 
Educational Session 
For the first time the 2014 Adelaide convention held masterclasses in Pinot Noir and Riesling and it 
was incredibly well received and registrants were vocal in saying that content should be a regular 
feature. The Host needs to be prepared to pay for a speaker of good quality for any educational 
session as most delegates know something about the topic and such sessions ought to take them to 
a new experience or knowledge level. Any form of “tasting” could cost $500 for a speaker and $500 
for wine consumed. Wine would be organised by the presenter. 
As Adelaide is the only benchmark, 40% of registrants registered for a masterclass. Two alternative 
classes were provided and a third was prepared but not required when registrations were complete 
so not held. 
This session is possible on the Saturday after the business session is over by 11a.m and there 
normally are no other organised activities until dinner. 
 
Formal Dinner  
This has been a black tie event traditionally with a significant dinner, good wines and frequently a 
guest speaker. The Adelaide President also addresses the gathering.  
It is normal to have a photographer and the pictures can be loaded onto the B&B web site for use by 
delegates. 
This is a seated occasion which involves the Host in seating, place cards and seating plans. The 
intention is to mix delegates up so they do not spend the weekend with their own club members. 
Wines are normally up-market  
Experience is that with sparkling, two whites, two reds and a dessert/fortified consumption would 
be approximately 1.25 btl per head in combination 0.2btl sparkling 0.4bt white, 0.5btl red and 0.2 
375ml btl sticky.  
 
Sunday Farewell 
The only formality attached to this lunch is that the Adelaide President thanks the organising 
Committee for a job well done. Normally the Chair of the Committee thanks all his helpers and 
wishes everyone farewell. 
The theme of these events varies greatly and the essential elements seems to have been variety of 
unusual wines suitable for lunch, frequently outdoor venue (Wellington – train trip to wineries; 
Darwin – outdoor restaurant; Yarrawonga - at ski Club with ski demonstration; Adelaide – seafood 
extravaganza on river bank.).  



Wine consumption is in the order of a bottle per head but this depends on the format. It is unlikely 
to be more than 1.2btl. Variety is the keynote for this occasion. Good quality unusual wines.  
 
 
Administration 
Committee 
It does not take many people to arrange a Convention but the essential people are  

o Chairman – who’s main role is to make sure everyone else is doing their job 
o Registrar – to set up a registration system, be the contact point for all queries and 

registrations. This is a big job. This person would be the Secretary for legal purposes 
and would maintain minutes. 

o Treasurer – could be the Registrar but a separate person spreads the load. The job is 
to keep accounting records and prepare GST returns operate Bank account and 
invest (temporary) surplus funds. 

o Event Organisers – One structure would be to have one person in charge of each 
event. An alternative is to have a Food master for the lot and a Wine master for the 
lot. This depends on the capabilities available in the Club. 

The Committee will need to meet a few times to set up their own structure and to canvas general 
ideas on the running of the Convention. 
Subsequent monthly meetings ought to be sufficient to allow arrangements to progress 
meaningfully. 
Because Conventions will want to use large local venues initial bookings would probably need to be 
made 18 months before the event so the formation of the Committee and first meetings would need 
to commence 18 – 24 months before the Convention. 
 
Promotion of Convention 
Host Clubs should attend Conventions at least one, but preferably two years prior to their event to 
let attendees at those Conventions know what is coming up – when, what format, hotel 
arrangements and pre and post tour arrangements. Many attendees are the same people every year 
and this is the best “base” stock of registrants.  
Use of internet to promote the event is desirable. B&B Inc have a web site and Convention 
promotion and registration ought to be linked to this site. It is possible to use the B&B Inc web 
service provider. If the Host wishes to use this provider contact the General Secretary who will 
organise. The cost to the Convention for this would normally not exceed $2,500 but that depends on 
the complexity of the host’s needs. 
Every B&B Club is provided with a handbook for each member each year. With enough notice to 
General Secretary a promotional page or insert can be included in this book. Printing happens early 
in each calendar year so contact and art work etc would need to be with GenSec before Christmas to 
ensure inclusion. 
All members of the host Club should be encouraged to visit other B&B Clubs when they are 
travelling to promote the Convention and a roster should be arranged to visit all Clubs within easy 
travelling distance from the host.  
 
Cost structure 
It is reasonable for the host club to budget to allow for contingencies and if those don’t occur that a 
surplus be made.  
A business plan has to be prepared in the bid to B&B Adelaide when seeking approval to run the 
convention. Indicative costs for dinners and corkage (which needs to be negotiated but which can be 
considerable) can be obtained from venues easily. The plan for wines can be set early and these 
notes indicate the volumes of wine that should be allowed in the budget.  The other costs, from 
experience, will include: 



 Room hire fees for registration, business session and educational sessions 

 Printing promotional material – allow $1000 

 Web costs – allow $2000 

 Commemorative booklet – allow $2000 

 Sample bag – Allow $25-30 per head 

 Accounting & legal  - allow $500 (depending on member support) 

 Transport/buses – will vary with plans 

 Photographer – Allow $1000 
The treatment of GST will mean that GST will be charged in registration and reclaimed as incurred. 
There will be a net GST payable equal to the GST on any surplus made. 
A contingency of 10% of the budgeted costs would not be unwise to allow. Some of this might end 
up as surplus, but unscheduled costs will occur and the Host should not expose themselves to 
running at a loss. 
The host Club will have to fund deposits on rooms, deposits on wine and some of the administration 
costs. If the Club does not have the funds to meet these demands BB Inc could be approached for a 
loan (which would have to be repaid as registration funds flow).  
Registrations normally have an early bird discount structure with a significant impost after the cut 
off. This has been $100 difference in recent years. Almost all registrations are received in the month 
running up to early bird but approximately 10 -15% will have been received in the three months 
earlier than that which is very useful as hotels normally require a staged payment of the full cost.  
Every convention is different but the Host could need funds of $3000-5000 for wine deposits (out of 
total wine spending of $30-35,000) and a time of booking deposit to venues of $5-10,000. The rest of 
the venue staged cost will be funded out of registration receipts. Wineries are normally fairly flexible 
with reserving wines and deposits and it might be the figure above can be negotiated down. Hotels 
are commonly more rigid in their payment structure.  The full cost to venues for food could be in the 
order of $400 per head and corkage up to $50 per head over the weekend. Corkage can be stated as 
a per bottle fee or per head. As mentioned earlier consumption is approximately 1.25 bottles per 
head per function. Host clubs can do the sums on that basis. 
  
Accommodation 
Other than when the Convention is in Adelaide where a lot of delegates stay in their own homes, 
most people will need accommodation. Group discount structures ought to be set up with a range of 
price point hotels near the most common venue to be used. Self-catering apartments are common in 
most Capital cities and are popular so should be included in the selection of accommodation venues. 
Host clubs can comfortably talk to hotels of 30 -40 rooms when negotiating rates. There should be a 
5 star, a 4 star and an apartment choice. 


